Journaling through the Back Door
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For the first third of my academic career, roughly the 1990s, I taught undergraduate graphic design in a university art de partment; I maintained a fledging professional practice (with clients mostly in the arts and publishing); and I made specu lative, selfauthored works -primarily artist's books. The job emphasis was clearly on classroom teaching -the load was three courses per semester -but the occasional exhibit, pub lication, or competition that I got into built self esteem and was appreciated by my students, colleagues and superiors. There are plenty of design journals, representing diverse design ideologies, interests, theories, critical discourses and so on. Finding a venue for publishing one's writing is made easier when the scholar directs their efforts towards a jour nal that -through the topics covered, its mission statement, the composition of its editorial board, or its themebased call for submissions -seems to be a good fit for the paper.
And because many international academic journals are published in English, there are ample calls for papers from journals published abroad. Carolina State University professor emerita: "There are many paradigms for design research and it is the obligation of institutions to sort out where they stand on these issues.
'Smart' is not the opposite of 'beautiful.' Knowledge does not undermine creativity." (2016) Graphic design scholarship is uniquely positioned to combine, and challenge, knowledge with creativityhence the dialectic.
